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ABSTRACT

Modern digitalized cyber domains are extremely complex ensembles. Cyber attacks or incidents against system may affect capricious effects for another system or even for physical devices. For understanding and training to encounter those effects requires an effective and complex simulation capability. Cyber Security Exercises are an effective expedient for training and learning measures and operations with their outcomes in that complex cyber domain. Learning in cyber security exercises is relevant for different level actors in organisation hierarchy. Technical experts are able to train the technical capabilities whereas decision makers are able to train the decision-making capabilities under hectic cyber incident. In this paper, the pedagogical aspects of cyber security exercises are discussed in accordance with the law of the lifecycle of the cyber security exercise: planning phase, implementation phase, and feedback phase.

1 Introduction

This research is an extension of work originally presented in 2019 workshop on Cyber Range Technologies and Applications (CACOE 2019) organized in conjunction with 2019 IEEE European Symposium on Security and Privacy (EuroS&P 2019). This research is expanded from the original as follows: discussion about pedagogical theories and cyber-arena concept for complex environment simulation with the more detailed extended analysis of pedagogical aspects of the cyber security exercises and assessment of the exercise target audience.

Global digitalisation and networked systems have raised new threats. Modern digitalised cyber domains are extremely complex and forms incalculable reliance. That change in digital environment has reflected to the requirements of training and education. Traditionally, exercises are used in a military context to gain better performance for certain tasks. In the cyber domain and especially in the context of cyber resilience, the most valuable assets are personal skills. Those skills are trained efficiently with cyber security exercises.

Cyber security strategy of Finland statements that in the critical cyber competence areas, the high level of required training is confirmed by both national and international exercises. The significance of cyber security exercises is also observed in the cyber strategy of the United States of America and the cyber security strategy of the European Union. In addition, cyber security exercises are recognized as an important part of personnel training in commercial organisations, especially in the critical infrastructure organisations, for example, electricity companies. There are several different cyber security exercises conducted globally, for example, the report consists of a dataset of more than 200 cyber security exercises and the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE) highlights several exercises they organise or contribute.

There exist frameworks categorizing the required skills of personnel in organisations. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published document called National Initiative for Cyber security Education (NICE) Cyber security Workforce Framework (NICE Framework) as a reference structure that designates the complex essence of the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) required in the different roles and tasks of the work within cyber security. There are also frameworks for curricula of education: Computing Curricula 2020 (CC2020) forms a guideline for academic degree programs in computing. When discussing cyber security, the CC2020 refer to the Cyber security Curricula 2017 (CSEC2017) that form curriculum guidelines for degree programs in cyber security.

Simulations have been widely used for study experts. Education in the engineering sciences relies heavily on hands-on training, i.e. applying learned phenomena in practice. In that sense, different learning environments, simulators and test-beds have a remarkable role in the engineering education. When discussing cyber security exercises, the extremely important component is the exercise platform that simulates the cyber domain. Traditionally that kind of platform is called cyber range. Cyber range is executed as a technical platform for exercises that mimic the required networks and systems. As exercise platform, a cyber range, is required...
to be closed and totally controlled to allow risk free usage of real attacks and intrusions [13]–[14]. The term cyber range originates from the similarity of the kinetic ranges with potential to improve competence or capability with weapons, operations, tactics and techniques [15]. As stated in [16], there exist several diverse cyber ranges globally that vary from enormous virtual-Internets to simple laboratory based test-beds. Because the spectrum of cyber ranges is so multifarious, authors of [16] introduced the concept of Cyber Arena for the simulation of realistic complex cyber-physical domain with unexpected dependencies between networks and systems.

JYVSECTEC (Jyväskylä Security Technology) is JAMK University of Applied Sciences Institute of Information Technology based cyber security focused research, development and training center that offers information and cyber security services [17]. JYVSECTEC has extensive experience for organising cyber security exercises for both national security authorities and private companies of critical infrastructure. Since 2013, Finland’s national cyber security exercise has been organised annually by JYVSECTEC [18]. JYVSECTEC has also been Finland’s representative in the Cyber Defence Pooling & Sharing Project of European Defence Agency (EDA) [19]–[20].

JAMK University of Applied Sciences has organised several different cyber security exercises. During those exercises, more than 1,500 experts have been involved in those learning experiments. In addition, there is an annual course of cyber security exercise for the cyber security students of bachelor’s and master’s programs of JAMK University of Applied Sciences. The data for this research of multiple-case design originates from observations, notes and questionnaires collected from the numerous cyber security exercises organised by JAMK University of Applied Sciences. The focus of this research is to characterize pedagogical principles of cyber security exercises as the educational framework for understanding the complex and interdependent cyber domain in the individual or organisational level.

Albeit, the importance of the cyber security exercises is widely recognized, there is a deficiency in the research of pedagogical aspects, especially in the viewpoint of competence development. In high level, cyber security exercise is a three-phase process consisting of different components of exercise life-cycle: planning phase, implementation phase and feedback phase. Those three phases can be divided into smaller steps of process. This study presents a competence development oriented view on that lifecycle of cyber security exercises. As part of that competence development oriented view, those three different components of exercise life-cycle are explored with the perspective of learning outcomes.

2 Cyber Security Exercises and the Pedagogical Principles

In recent years, cyber security exercises have established their position as a tool for developing the skills of cyber security professionals and as an operating environment for teaching. As business environments and the using of ICT in business have evolved, they have also become more complex at the same time. Consequently, the requirements for teaching environments have also changed.

In order to be able to teach skills that meet the needs of working life, it is necessary to understand the needs and be able to teach them in such a way that teaching builds skills that are needed in working life [21]. According to Ericsson’s deliberated practices (DP) theory, the development of specialist skills must take into account the need to set well-defined learning objectives for students and the need to take into account the level of students’ existing skills [22]. According to the deliberated practice theory, students do not benefit from the training if the tasks are at a level that they can perform routinely or if the goal setting of competence development has not been done with sufficient accuracy to mirror the student’s level of competence.

Modern ICT teaching must therefore be able to mirror the changes in the operating environment to the change in competence requirements. When a modern cyber range is used in a cyber security exercise, the aim must be to make the operating environment as realistic as possible. The comprehensiveness and complexity of the teaching environment places demands on the student’s level of competence. Thus, if cyber security training is used as a pedagogical tool for competence development, it should be noted that according to the Miller pyramid, the student’s level of competence should be at the top of the pyramid [23]. This argument is supported by the andragogy, known as a theory of adult learning. According to andragogy theory an adult as a learner is often motivated, capable of self-direction and reflection on one’s own existing competence [24]. Thus, for the adult learner learning experiment should be able to cause cognitive dissonance that allows the learner to update existing knowledge with new knowledge created in the learning event [25]. It must be possible to build a path of competence development, where in accordance with the constructive methodology, the student’s developing competence enables the student to achieve new levels of competence through developing cognitive abilities [26]. Constructive methodology identifies problem-based learning as one of the key learning methods, in which the student develops his or her own skills by solving problems that lead to the learner’s new knowledge [27].

The cyber security exercise can be seen as a complex problem field where the student solves the problems ahead and thus generates new knowledge for himself. This theory is supported also by experiential learning theory [28]. A key element in cyber security practice is working as a member of a team. This models real-life work where a person acts as part of, for example, a security operation team (SOC). In the exercise, all individuals are placed as a member of Teams (Blue Team) whose job is to defend and sustain the business in the operating environment assigned to them. The student can also act as part of a red team functionality that simulates threat activities. This role is to train, for example, the skills required for penetration testing. In the exercise, learners act in the role assigned to them, and communicate as part of a team of events that they perceive in their own operating environment. Thus, students share knowledge, solve problems and build new knowledge collectively.

To sum up, the cyber security exercise combines several pedagogical theories. The pedagogical framework of the cyber security exercises is shown in Figure 1. The exercise is also demanding from the point of view of pedagogical implementation and often requires a significant investment in pre-exercise planning, where the operating environment is constructed so that the required technical elements can be modeled and operational functionalities are designed so that pedagogical objectives can be achieved.
2.1 Cyber Arena

According to complexity thinking, it should be possible to form an understanding of the functionality or entity under investigation as a whole, which is more than the sum of its parts [29]. The operating environment of cyber security can be seen as a complex entity consisting of different parts that interact with each other. Interaction takes place at different levels, such as in the technical operating environment, at the level of activities and processes, and as human interaction. The interconnection between different parts of the operating environment is partly defined and partly undefined. The key elements of complexity thinking are the recognition of the unpredictability of the environment, the difficulty of predicting cause consequences, and the self-organisation of the operating environment [30]. It is thus a matter of utilizing complexity thinking in accordance with the neo-reductionist school to model and simulate the subordination laws of the research object [31].

When the above is applied to the cyber environment, it is noteworthy to recognize the difficulties of applying traditional legislation, technological incompatibilities and the very rapid technical renewal of the environment. Thus, the student should be able to develop an understanding of unpredictability of the environment, unpredictable cause-and-effect relationships, and the risks of misuse of the technological element. In order for this entity to be embodied as part of cyber security education, a sufficiently realistic learning environment should be in place, such as Cyber Arena the overall high-level presentation of which is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen from the figure that the environment extensively models the cyber security domain. In order to be able to implement sufficient realism and the understanding of complexity, the teaching environment should model key functions and entities, as well as the interdependencies between the functions and or entities. In accordance with the authentic learning environment theory [32], the environment implements an operating environment in which the skills and competencies learned in cyber security practice will be applied.

3 Exercise Life-cycle

There are different definitions for the phases of cyber security exercise life-cycle. Wilhelmson and Svensson introduce three phases; planning, implementing and processing feedback, which are divided into ten steps (exercise preparations, the master plan, the mission statement, exercise planning, practical preparations, implementation, evaluation, feedback, reporting, and the after action review) [33]. Consistently, MITRE describes three stages (Exercise Planning, Exercise Execution and Post Exercise) [34]. Vykop et al. defines five stages for exercise; preparation, dry run, execution, evaluation, and repetition [35]. The Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP) that provides a set of foundational concepts for exercise programs defines the management cycle with four stages: exercise design and development, exercise conduct, ex-
exercise evaluation, and improvement planning. As an integration of different definitions and a viewpoint for pedagogical aspects of this research the following three phases are selected (i) planning phase, (ii) implementation phase, and (iii) feedback phase. The extended view for pedagogical aspects of the cyber security exercises is shown in Figure 3. It illustrates whole process from planning phase to the implementation of the exercise.

3.1 Planning Phase

The first step of exercise life-cycle is the planning-phase. It is an extremely critical phase, because it determines the effectiveness of the whole exercise. From the viewpoint of competence development, the content of the exercise e.g. scenario, actors, and events shall be fitted to the requirements of the exercise target audience.

Based on the required learning outcomes and the target organisation, exercise parameters are derived including simulated operational environment of scenario for example technical functionalities, threat actors, risks and vulnerabilities. That scenario encompasses discrete events and injects of exercise describing the totality of simulated activities. If the scenario created during the planning phase includes obscurities, the exercise including technical environment may not increase the performance of the exercise target audience or organisation. All the elements mentioned supports the achievement of the set learning objectives. The learning objectives can be seen at several levels, the goals can be set from the perspective of organisational competence development, on the other hand, learning objectives can be set from the perspective of individual competence development. When learning goals are set from an organisational perspective, an individuals learning goals should be set so that they put the organisations goals into practice. In Figure 3 the goals of the exercise phase are opened, allowing us to look at an example of what kind of practical sections or tasks in the planning phase should be planned in order to be able to achieve the set goals in the exercise.

3.2 Implementation Phase

There are several differences between the phases of the exercise life-cycle. The most hectic phase is the implementation phase where the exercise target audience is acting in a simulated complex cyber domain under cyber deviation actions (attacks and intrusions). When acting under hectic and stressful cyber deviation circumstances, there is a requirement to maintain the understanding (situation awareness, SA) of the valuable assets’ status in cyber domain.

According to Endsley, "Situation awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future.” The expertise of the individual has a remarkable outcome for the SA. In this context, the term situation awareness refers to both, the understanding of the progress of the operational situation in the exercise, and the understanding of the monitoring and evaluation of the pedagogical objectives of the exercise.

During the exercise, also the decision making has a remarkable role in what incident handling actions shall be done and how to
Figure 3: Detailed pedagogical framework of the cyber security exercises
categorize order of the required actions. Mostly, those decisions are based on SA as comprehension on two models of decision making cycle; Gartner’s Adaptive Security Architecture (Predict-Prevent-Detect-Respond) [39] and OODA-loop (Observation-Orientation-Decision-Action) [40, 41].

Figure 3 illustrates that the operation line according to the exercise scenario, is opened to illustrate the practical actions of one operation performed during the exercise. The operation includes a series of events that are divided into injects with which the exercise is practically carried forward according to a planned scenario. An inject list has also been opened in the figure to show how in the practice the exercise proceeds with injects. The exercise management team (white team, WT) can use the information obtained through information systems to assess the situation, but it is often also necessary to monitor visually and interview students. This will ensure that the exercise proceeds as planned and that the set learning objectives can be achieved. If the WT notices that students are taking actions that are not realistic or the focus of the exercise begins to shift from the set goal, the WT should guide the course of the exercise. This can be done through information system injections or verbally by instructing students.

3.3 Feedback Phase

From the perspective of the development of an individual’s competence, the feedback phase is the most important part of the exercise. Scheduling the feedback phase should be planned carefully with too long an interval of exercise and feedback may cause a decrease in learning intensity for the individual. The emotions and experiences raised by the exercise are alleviated and learning outcomes may suffer as a result. In the feedback phase, the pedagogical goals of the exercise are recalled and the events of the exercise are reflected against them by reviewing all operations performed and related events and injects in the exercise. This happens so that all operations performed in the exercise, related events and injects are reviewed. By doing so, the student can reflect the experience they have had during the exercise and thus deepen their own learning. It is also important to tie individual events through operations into an exercise scenario. This allows the student to increase the understanding of the bigger picture, for example, the threat actors’ motive and the tools used for the attack. This is important and enables in the future the exercise event to be reflected in real situations of working life.

It is a good to set aside time for the feedback session so that the interaction between students and teachers can be enabled as widely as possible. Normally, each defensive team (blue team, BT) has the opportunity to open up their own observations and experiences in this section. This enables collegial and collaboratively learning. The offensive team (RT) also goes through its own operations, thus allowing BT to reflect its own observations in relation to the operations that took place.

4 Assessing Performance and Results

The Kirkpatrick four-level assessment framework can be used for the assessment of the exercise. Kirkpatrick divides assessment into four levels: (i) reaction, (ii) learning, (iii) behaviour, and (iv) results [42]. The Kirkpatrick framework is useful in assessing a larger entity such as an organisation or team, but it can also be used for the individual experience of learning in exercise. In the Kirkpatrick framework, the goals for the development of individual competence are set at level one and two. At level one the reactions caused by the exercise are assessed. At level two, the learning that has achieved by the individual is assessed. Kirkpatrick et al. recommends the use of control groups and tests for assessing the learning. The goals set for organisational competence development utilize the Kirkpatrick assessment model’s, level three, which assesses the change in individual behaviour through the achieved learning outcomes, and level four which assesses the effects and implementation of advanced competence on organisational performance. Kirkpatrick model is a widely used evaluation model, the study [43] presents a framework for competence development and assessment in hybrid cyber security exercises, and the authors of [44] introduce one adoption of the Kirkpatrick Model.

Other methods for evaluating exercise can also be used, the authors of [45] have monitored communication during the cyber security exercise for understanding the behaviour of the exercise target audience. Their conclusion is that communication monitoring can be used as a resource in measuring the performance during the cyber security exercise.

When focusing on assessing the learning of an individual who has participated in the exercise, Brown and Pickford [46], have created a model that looks at the assessment of learning event as a whole. Brown and Pickford divide the assessment into the following subsections the significance and implementation of these sections should be planned in advance: why, what, how, who, when.

Why- why the assessment is made? What is the purpose of assessment in this particular learning event? In the context of a cyber security exercise, the aim of assessment is in some respects to control the individual’s performance, facilitate the student’s adaptation to the exercise, be able to assess the student’s motivation, measure the competence, skills and know-how and to provide the student information about mistakes and inappropriate practices.

What- what are we assessing? In a cyber security exercise the processes of work, individual performance and success of team work can be assessed. In the exercise, the assessment should be performed at all stages of its life cycle.

How- how are we assessing? As discussed, Figure 3 illustrates the role of the situation awareness and all the inputs where the information for assessing will be collected. So, part of the information for the assessment can be collected via information systems and the reports from the BT that they are delivering to exercise control system. In addition to this, the teacher must monitor classroom activities. In this way, information can be obtained, for example, about an individual’s performance in a specific role as part of a team. Visual observation can also provide information about the team’s internal activities and role support and its possible functioning.

Who- who is suitable for making the assessment? In the exercise, students often work as a part of a team throughout the exercise. This provides an opportunity to implement the evaluation as a peer review, whereby the internal functionalities and inclusions of the team become more clearly assessed. In education leading to a degree, students are also often asked to have a learning diary in which the student can make a self-assessment of the exercise throughout its
life cycle. The role of teachers in the assessment may therefore become more aggregate.

When—when should assessment take place? In the cyber security exercise, the assessment needs to be done in all phases of exercise. This is because the assessment plays a very important role as a function of guiding learning. The importance of formative or guiding assessment in cyber security exercises is emphasized. The theory of formative evaluation has been built specifically by Scriven [47]. According to Scriven, the concept of formative assessment became conceptualized. Formative assessment emphasizes that assessment should take place at all stages of the teaching and learning, and not just at the end. Several studies verify that learning outcomes are significantly improved when formative assessment that guides learning is included in the assessment as well as summative assessment. Thomas et al. [48] and Leahy et al. [49] have stated that learning outcomes improve when assessment includes formative assessment that guides learning in addition to the assessment learned skills.

Formative assessment emphasizes the importance of feedback. According to Hattie [50], the purpose of the feedback can be divided into three sections: feed up, feed back, and feed forward sections. The feed up gives the learner an answer to the question of where he or she is going. The purpose of feed up feedback is to continuously clarify and specify the learning objectives. Feed up feedback also aims to engage and motivate the learner to pursue the set goals. A feed back, tells to the learner where he or she is at the moment. The feed back feedback is used to provide the student the information on how he or she has progressed in relation to the set learning objectives. In order to give exact feedback on the learner’s position, the learning objectives must be precisely defined, also so that the prerequisites for progressive learning are perceptible and acceptable. Feed forward feedback, tells the learner what he or she should do next. In practice, guidance can be sought, for example, through questions that broaden the student’s understanding, or with advice and tips on, for example, new ways for approaching the set goals.

According to Hattie, each feedback question works on four levels: level of the task, level of process, level of self-regulation and level of person. The level of the task, i.e. how well the learner understands the set tasks and how he or she performs them. In practice, for example, feedback indicates whether an individual task has been solved correctly or incorrectly. Feedback should also be directed to correcting any malfunctions or performing the task correctly. Level of process indicates the process required to understand and perform a given task in the context of a cyber exercise, for example, what kind of operation is needed to bring an into the exercise so that the student learns the methods and technology used for a phishing campaigns. Level of self-regulation guides the learner to self-assessment and self-direction of action. At this level, feedback can also be used to guide the learner’s motivation and adaptation to the teaching environment used. The level of the person includes assessments of the learner. This section often contains elements for assessing and providing feedback on a learners personality traits. In a cyber exercise, guidance can be given, for example, on a persons participation and activity as part of a team, what is a key part of a persons performance in the exercise.

The purpose of the feedback is to reduce the gap between existing competence and the target competence. Due to the complexity and scope of the cyber security exercise, special attention should be paid to the continuous feedback throughout the exercise life cycle.

5 Conclusion

There are elements in the cyber security operating environment in line with complexity thinking, however, it is a philosophical question of whether the cyber security environment is ultimately a complex entity. There is complexity in the operating environment. According to the definition of complexity, the phenomena are intertwined and the whole cannot be understood by disassembling the whole into parts and looking at the parts one by one. Unlike complex entities, the cyber operation environment can be controlled, although there may also be self-directed elements in the operation environment. When implementing cyber security education, the complexity of the operating environment should be taken into account. Therefore, the teaching environment should be a Cyber Arena style operating environment mimicking realistic operative cyber domain. In the Cyber Arena, several functional entities are combined forming an ensemble with complex cause-and-effect relationships manifested. Pedagogically, however, the constructive construction of competence development must be taken into account, in which case teaching starts from the parts or details of the operating environment and culminates the teaching for understanding the whole environment, including the interdependencies of different entities.

As presented, the pedagogical objectives of the exercise should be taken into account at all stages of the life cycle. In the planning phase, goals are set for competence development. In education leading to a degree, the objectives are defined in the curriculum. In the exercise for the other target audience, the goals of competence development should be defined together with the representatives of the organisation. In this way, the objectives of the exercise are adapted to the current maturity and operations of the organisation. In the implementation phase, the realization of the goals must be monitored and, if necessary, the focus of the exercise must be directed towards the set goals. In the feedback phase, participants in the exercise are given the opportunity to interact through the exercise, in which the operations performed in the exercise are opened in detail. To support post-practice learning, it is also important to provide material to be distributed that allows students to return to the details of the exercise afterwards.

Generally accepted content frameworks, such as the NICE framework, can be used to design the content’s learning objectives. This makes it possible to set structured teaching goals, through which the exercise scenario can be constructed in such a way that the technical functions do not remain separate events without causal relationships. The student who has done this is are able to form an entity from the exercise, at the latest at the feedback stage, through which he or she can learn about the effectiveness of the sub-entities of the operating environment as a whole.

Exercise evaluation is a challenging whole consisting of evaluating an individual, as well as evaluating the performance of an organisation or part of it. In order for assessment to serve the set competence development goals as well as possible, formative assessment that guides learning should be used where possible. In this way, the evaluation of the activities serves as a guiding element of the exercise, helping to ensure that the set learning objectives
are achieved. With regard to formative assessment, the importance of feedback is emphasized. It should be possible to deliver it at all stages of the exercise life cycle. Feedback should take into account interactivity and, where possible, make use of peer feedback from learners.

Future research should build on the understanding of the pedagogical requirements of cyber security exercise in relation to the teaching environment and individual learning gained in this and other studies and move towards assessing the development of organisational competence in cyber security exercise.
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